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Abatmd- In [l] we systematically developed Paeketized 

Service Curve Processor Sharing (PSCPS) scheduling policy 
for multimedia distributed networks. In this paper, w0 con- 
sider PSCPS in a special kind of dlstributed environments, 
wireless channels. Due to multi-path fading and interference 
distortion, the error characteristics of wireless channels are 
even bursty and timevarying. By accounting error control 
mechanisms, the fluctuation of error behavior can be equiv- 
alently regarded as the channel capacity is time-varying for 
a flxed bit-error-rate. We apply the “change of time” tecb- 
nique used in [e] to  transform PSCPS to a scheduler ope- 
ating with a timavarying capacity while the service curve 
guarantees still maintained. The “virtual time implementa- 
tion” of PSCPS proposed in [l] is also modifled so that It 
can work properly with timavarying capacity. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Future high-speed networks are designed to carry mul- 

timedia traffic in addition to conventional data traffic. 
Over the past a few years there have been many research 
results on the deterministic network analysis using rate- 
guaranteed limk-sharing algorithms for leaky bucket regu- 
lated input traffic. However, these sharing policies base 
on “rate” concept to share link resource. That is, link re- 
source are shared according to a set of real numbers, each 
of which is used to represent the characteristic rate of the 
corresponding input traffic source. Rate-characterization 
is often satisfactory if the input traffic behaves similar to 
constant-bit-rate (CBR) traffic. However, it is inefficient 
when the input traffic is very bursty, e.g. variable-bit-rate 
(VBR) traffic since it is generally impossible to characterize 
VBR with a single parameter. 

Due to the diversed characteristics of multimedia VBR 
traffic, Cruz [3] proposed the following deterministic traf- 
fic characterization: Let Ri(t1, tz) (bits) be the amount of 
arrival generated by the traffic source m in the interval 
[ti, t z ) .  Then traffic source m is said to be constrained by 
constrain function b,(.) if there exists a nonnegative in- 
creasing function b,(.) such that R,(tl,tz) < b(tz - tl) 
for tz - tl 2 0. Since a constrain function b(7)  represents 
the upper bound of arrival from a connection in an interval 
of length T ,  it can be intuitively regarded as the integra- 
tion of arrival rate with respective to time, and can con- 
vey very much rate variation information in its waveform. 
Suppose we share the link resource according to these con- 
strain functions, the contained rate variation information 
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will help us allocate resource to VBR connections more 
efficiently. 

In [l] we introduced the service curve proportional shar- 
ing concept for multimedia distributed networks. Based on 
this concept, a scheduling policy Packetized Service Curve 
Processor Sharing (PSCPS) that can guarantee Quality- 
of-Service (90s) of real-time traffic source is proposed. 
Because of its proportional property, PSCPS does not 
need any traffic pre-regulation as the optimal scheduling 
policy NPEDF [7]. This characteristic makes PSCPS a 
“truly work-conserving’’ scheme and more effective to pro- 
vide best-effort service for available-bit-rate (ABR) traffic. 
Therefore, although PSCPS is only sub-optimal in term 
of schedulable region, in real-world multimedia networks 
where both real-time and best-effort services are provided, 
PSCPS policy is even more attractive than the optimal 
scheduling policy NPEDF. 

In [l], PSCPS scheduler always has a constant service 
rate. However, in certain situations this assumption may 
not hold. Typical wireless links suffer from severe multi- 
path fading, interference distortion and therefore the error 
characteristics of wireless channels are bursty and time- 
varying. By accounting error control mechanisms, the fiuc- 
tuation of error behavior can be equivalently regarded as 
the wireless channel capacity is varying with time while 
keeping the bit-error-rate at a fixed level. Therefore, to 
model the error effect in wireless channels, we must assume 
the channel capacity r(t)  is time-varying. 

11. REVIEW OF PACKETIZED SERVICE CURVE 
PROPORTIONAL SHARING SCHEDULER 

Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) processor [4] is 
probably the most well-known ratcproportional sharing 
scheme in the literature. Let B(t )  denote the set of back- 
logged connections at time t and T the rate of the server. 
Then the rate to serve connection i at time t ,  ri(t),  is 

otherwise, *‘-’ l o  where $1,. t ,$M are the weighting factors assigned to 
connection 1, ’ ’  , M, respectively. However, if all weight- 
ing factors in (1) are replaced with nonnegative increasing 
weighting functions (called service curves), we must figure 
out the exact meaning of proportionality in this situation. 
If observed carefully, (1) is actually simplified from a more 
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where Oi now represents a function &(t) 2 4i. t for each i, 
(&B(t) k ) ( t )  is defined by CjeB(t) d j ( t ) ,  and thesymbol 
"0" denotes the composition of functions. 

By the term "work", we refer to the total amount of 
"bits" served by the server from the beginning of this busy 
period. In a SCPS system, we concern work allocation 
instead of rate allocation. Suppose there are A4 connec- 
tions with strictly increasing, continuous service cnrve r e  
quirements SI(.),. . . ,SM(.), which are nonnegative, contin- 
uous, strictly increasing functions. Let B(t) be a subset 
which contains the connections continuously backlogged in 
[O, t ) ,  and other connections are continuously idle in [0, t), 
Then we can reasonably define the service curve propor- 
tional sharing (SCPS) as follows: The work distributed to 
connection i in [O, t ) ,  W,(t), is 

(3) = 0 C,s~(t) S j ) - ' ( r , t )  i f i  E B(t) ,  
otherwise, 

where (CjEB(t)  !? j ) ( t )  4 CjaB(t)  Sj( t )  and the symbol "o" 
denotes the composition of functions. Although the above 
situation is just a special case for SCPS, (3) is the key and 
fundamental thought of the SCPS processor. 
A .  SCPS Processor and PSCPS scheduler 

Consider M input connections sharing a server with ont- 
put rate r bps. Incoming packets of each connection are 
stmared in its corresponding input queue waiting for ser- 
vice. Throughout this paper we adopt the convention that 
a packet has arrived only after its last bit has arrived. 

Consider a busy period starting at time 0. Let &(tl, ta) 
and Tm(tl, t z )  denote the amount of arrival and depar- 
ture of connection m (bits) in time interval [tl,tz), re 
spectively. The amount of backlog of connection rn (bits) 
at t,ime t is defined by Qm(t)  % ( O , t )  -T,(O,t), and 
consequently we define the set of backlogged connections 
B(t) 4 {rn: Qm(t) > 0). ThegoalofSCPSprocessorsisto 
simultaneously guarantee each connection m a nonnegative 
increasing service cnrve S,,,(.) with Sm(0) = 0 though a fi- 
nite number of discontinuous jumps are allowed. According 
to [Z], we say the service curve Sm(.) of connection rn is 
guaranteed if for each t and m E B(t ) ,  there exists U 5 t 
such that & ( U )  = 0 and Tm(u,t) 2 S,((t - U ) + ) .  For a 
busy period starting at time 0 and each t and connection 
m E B(t ) ,  we define fm(t) according to  [2][5](Figure 1): 

where the minimization is taken over the ending time s < t 
fm(t) b min{Tm(o, s)  + %((t  - s)+)], (4) 

In Figure 2, we show the function B graphically. Briefiy 
speaking, '2(fm, .) is actually a "generalized inverse func- 
tion" of f, such that the inverse mapping remains well- 
defined at discontinuous points of fm. 

However, since ~ t ( t )  E R3, its order relation must 
be defined carefully as follows: Suppose there are two 
service indices TI = ( T ~ . S C Q ~ T ,  Tl.hJei,Tl.CQtJity) and 
~2 = (~4.~c~la~,~z.leuel,~z.cauaty), then: 
if  scalar # Tz.scalnr 

if r~.scalar < rz.scalnr, then TI < 7%. 

else 71 < TI. 

if rl.level = rl.cavity and Ta.leuel = T Z J C O I ~ ? ,  then 7 1  = r a .  
else if Tl.level < ri.cnvity and Tz.leve1 = rz.scnlar, then TI < r z .  
else if rl.level = ~1.cavitg and rz.leuel < rz.scalar, then r z  < TI.  

else 

else 

if n.level < rz.leuel, t,hen TI < TZ. 

else if rz.leuel < r~.lewel, then T Z  <TI. 

else TI = rz. 
of all intervals in which Q,(z) = 0. Accordingthis defini- 
tion, it can be seen that jm(t) is (not necessarily strictly) 
increasing. With the above definition, the service index 
r&(t) E R3 of connection m E B(t) at t is defined by 

where 

With the definition of service index, we define some no- 
tations as follows: 

is by: 
rb(t) B(fm,Tm(O,t)) 4 ( P I , % ~ s ) ,  (5) ri(t) b min(T;(t) : m E B(t )] ,  (6) 

rf(t).scalar = ~1 d sup{v : jm(y - )  5 ?',,,(U, e)) 
r;(t).ieuel = gz 4 Tm(O,t) - fm(r;(t).scdar-) 

T;(t).cauitY = 9 3  a fm(r;(t).aCnlOr) - fm(%(t)Jcalar-) 

which is the minimum of the service indices of all back- 
logged connections. 

{m f B(t )  : ~ & ( t )  = r r ( t ) } ,  which is the set 
of backlogged connections whose service indices equal to 

are the three components of TL(t) .  And, conversely, @ is T i ( +  The subscript h implies that this set is of higher 
the inverse operation of B such that priority to be served. . Bi(t) 4 B(t)\Bh(t), which is the complement set of 

Bh(t) with respect to  B(t). The subscript 1 implies that 
this set is of lower priority to be served. 

B&) 

Tm(0, t) = m(fm,T;(t)) l+ f*(r;(t).sealor) 
- rnax{(fm (r;(t).scalar) 

- fm [T; (t) .scalar-) - r; ( t )  .1 euel), 01, 
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Fig. 3. Service distribution at discontinuous paints: water filling 
model. 

T;(t) 4 min{T& : m E Bl(t)}, or r;(t) s (m,O,O) if 
Bl(t) is empty. if represents the minimum of the service 
indices of all connection in Bi(t). 
In short, SCPS distributes service among the connections 
that have the smallest service indices, as specified in the 
following definition. 

Definition 1: Given a serudr with service rate T, Ser- 
vice Curve Proportional Sharing (SCPS) processor is work- 
conserving. Consider a busy period beginning at time 0. 
At any trme instant t, the server serves each connection 
m E B,,(t) by updating Ti( t )  according to the following 
equation: 

~ i ( t )  =*(( f m ) , T t -  Tm(O,t)) (7) 

Then by the definition of service indez r&(t) ,  the amount 
of departure of connection m E Bh(t) in time interval [o, t) 
equals to @(f,,,&,(t)). 

From Definition 1, it can be seen that SCPS proces- 
sor distributes service to each connection rn E Bh(t) in 
an "inversefunction" manner. At discontinuous points of 
ft.t.i(t) (CmEBb(t) fm)(t), OUI earlier definitions of ser- 
vice index and its order relation enable the SCPS processor 

mEB*(t) m(W*(t) 

time at which packet p departs SCPS, and we give the fol- 
lowing definition. 

Definition 2: Paeketized Service Curve Proportional 
Shoring (PSCPS) scheduler is 0 work-conserving scheme 
which serues packets in increasing order of F,,. 
Due to the proportional property of SCPS processor, we 
have the following lemma, and the proof is in [l]. This 
lemma is required to prove severai theorems afterward. 

Lemma 1: Consider two packets p nndp' in a SCPS sys- 
tem at time t and nssume p is the kt" packet of connection 
m, p' is the lth of connection n, respectively. Suppose that 
packet p completes service before packet p' if there are no 
arrivals after time t. Then packet p will also complete ser- 
vice before packet p' for any pattern of am'uals after time 
t. 

With Lemma 1, we h o w  the following three theorems 
holds, which quantitatively measure the difference between 
the output processes of a SCPS processor and a PSCPS 
scheduler (developed in [4], [7]): 

Theorem 1: Denote Fp and p,, the departure time at 
which packet p departs under SCPS and PSCPS, respec- 
tively. Suppose r is the rate of the server nnd L,,, is the 
madmum packet length. Then for all packet p. 

?p - Fp 5 L m e z / ~  (8) 
Theorem 8: Let T,(tl,tz) nnd T,,,(tl,tz) denote the 

amount of Connection m served under SCPS and PSCPS 
in the interval [ti,tz]. For all time t and connection m, 

Tm(0,t) -?*(O,t) 5 Lman. (9) 
Theorem 3: Let &(t) and &(t) denote the backlog of 

connection m at tame t under SCPS and PSCPS, respec- 
tively For all tame t and connection m 

Om(t) - Qm(t)  5 Lmaz. (10) 
to distribute the service among input connections in a: spe- 
cial manner. Suppose f t o t O r ( , )  is discontinuous at t and 
has a finite jump contributed from the discontinuities of 
f,,,, , fnL2, , . , ,f,,, mi 5 Bh(t) for i = 1,2, .  . . N .  At 
this discontinuous point t ,  the service is exclusively dis- 
tributed to those N connections in a "water flliqg" ap- 
proach as in Figure 3, where A, fi(t+) - fd(t-) for 
i E {m1,mz,. . , ,mN}.  

Proposition 1 identifies the sufficient condition of service 
curve allocation such that a SCPS processor can simulta- 
neously guarantee the service Curve of each connection. 

curues S,(t) with Sm(0) = 0, m = 1 , .  . . , M. If I. arrival event: arrival at SCPS processor. 
E,"==, S,(t+) 5 T t for all t 2 0, then SCPS proces- 2. departure event: departure from SCPS processor. 
SOT guarantees a service curzie s,(.) for each connection 3. joint event: time instant t at which Ti(t)  equais T;(t). 
m. Let t j  be the time at which the j t h  event occurs (simulta- 
The complete proof of Proposition 1 is presented in [l] and neous events are ordered arbitrarily). Note that all these 
is omitted here. three events may change the set Bh(t). 

The operation of a SCPS processor is based on the Let the time of the first arrival of a busy period be de- 
assumption of fluid model, However, in modern packet noted as tl = 0. Since the Bh(t) is h e d  in the inter- 
switching networks, data is transmitted in unit of packet, val (tj-l,tj),  we denote this set as Bj. The virtual time 
which is an indivisible entity. Inspired by the Packet- S(S) E R3 is set to (0,0,0) for all times when the Server 
by-Packet Generalized Processor Sharing (PGPS) sched- is idle. Consider any busy period, and denote the virtual 
uler [4], we induce a scheduling algorithm according to the time that it begins as time zero. Then S(t) is defined 
packet departure order in a SCPS system. Let Fp he the follows: 

With the above propositions, it can be seen PSCPS 
scheduler is a close approximation of SCPS processor. In 
subsequent sections, packet delay bound and the bound on 
queue length will be derived in the SCPS system, which 
assumes a fiuid modei. Based on these propositions, we 
can easily obtain performance bounds (packet delay, queue 
length, etc) for PSCPS from bounds for SCPS. 
B. Virtual Time Implementation of PSCPS 

~n [I], an efficient scheme called ''virtual time imple- 
mentation" is proposed as a practical implementation of 
PSCPS scheduler. we say an event occurs at each of the 

Proposition 1: Consider M nonnegative, increasing following time instants: 
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rstj-tj-1, j = 2 , 3 ,  

(11) 
Now suppose that the kth packet of connection m packet 
arrives at time QL and has length L a .  Then define the 
virtual finishing time Fi at which this packet completes 
service by F k  = 'T!(fm, (Cf=, L k ) )  where fm(.)  is defined 
in (4) according to the arrival and departure process of con- 
nection m in the SCPS system. The order relation of F h  
is as foilows: If the i t s t  components of two virtual finish- 
ing times is different, the one with smaller first component 
is smaller. Otherwise, if the first components are identi- 
cal, the one with the smaller second component is smaller. 
Then the packets are served in increasing order of virtual 
finishing time. 

Note that we still have to update virtual time S(t) when 
there are events in the SCPS system. Define Nest@) to be 
the real time at which the next departure or joint event in 
the SCPS system after t if there are no more arrivals after 
time t. Suppose the event just prior to t is the ( j  - l) th 
event and let Fmin be the smallest virtual finishing time of 
a packet of connection m in the system at time t. Also recall 
that the service index TI represents the nearest joint event 
and suppose it corresponds to connection n (i.e. r; = T;). 
Then from (U), we have: 
m i n { r f , F m i n l  = 'U(( ,fm),r.Nert(t) - Tm(O,tj-l)) 

mEBj m e %  

Given the mechanism for updating virtual time S(t), 
PSCPS is defined as follows: When a packet arrives, vir- 
tual time is updated and the packet is stamped with its 
virtual finishing time. The server is work conserving and 
serves packets in an increasing order of virtual finish time. 

111. PscPs SCHEDULER WITH TIME VAHYINQ 
CAPACITY 

Typical wireless links suffer from severe multi-path fad- 
ing, interference distortion and the error characteristics of 
wireiess channel are even bursty and time-varying. By ac- 
counting error control mechanisms, the fluctuation of er- 
ror behavior can be equivalently regarded as the wireless 
channel capacity is varying with time while keeping the 
hit-error-rate at a fixed level. To model this time-varying 
effect, we assume the channel capacity r ( t )  is a function 
of time and piece-wise constant, i.e. there is a sequence of 
transition events and r(t)  is constant between two succes- 
sive transition events 161. Here we also assume the SCPS 
processor is work-conserving, which means the processor 
either is idle when all input connection queues are empty, 
or operates at the full rate r( t )  when at least one input 
connection queue is backlogged. 

In the following we apply the "change of time" technique 
used in [6] to transform PSCPS to a scheduler operating in 
a time-varying capacity environment. Let 

U = w ( t )  = It r(s)ds, (12) 

where 0 denotes the beginning of a busy period and t is a 
time instant in this busy period. Since w ( t )  is nonnegative. 
strictiy increasing, and continuous, it can be viewed as a 
ciock 161. We denote the time axis with respect to this 
new clock w ( t )  as the U-axis, and use w(.)  and its inverse, 
.-I(.), as the forward and inverse mapping between t-axis 
and v-axis and denote vi = w(t i ) .  It can be seen that with 
respect to the U-axis, the service rate is normalized to unit," 

for all VI, va in the same busy period on v-axis with u1 < u2. 
Therefore the virtual time impiementation of PSCPS for 
constant capacity can he used under this new c]0clc with 
capacity set to  unity. 

In order to explicitly clarify the exact context (i.e. with 
respect to t-axis or U-axis), a tilde (-) is added on the top 
of a notation to emphasize that it is expressed with respect 
to U-axis. To implement PSCPS under the new cloclc, we 
consider four kinds of event on the v-axis. We define an 
event occurring at each of the following time instants: 
1. arrival event: arrival at SCPS processor on U-axis. 
2. departure event: departure from SCPS processor on u- 
axis. 
3. joint event: time instant v at which ?i(v) equals ?;(U). 
4. transition event: time instant U corresponding to a ca- 
pacity change on the t-axis. 
Also, let t j  (resp. uj )  he the time on t-axis (resp. v-axis) 
at which the j t h  event occurs and tl = 0 (resp. v1 = 0) 
represents the hegnning of this busy period. 

Since the set Bj,(u) is k e d  in the interval (uj-l,uj), we 
denote this set as gj. Now, according to the definition of 
virtual time in (U),  we have 

$0) = (O,O,O) 

(13) Vj-I t T  = @(( b ) , S ( V j - l  +T))  f Frn(01Vj-I)  

m e s i  m e &  

Note the symbol T is vanished because the capacity is unity 
on v-axis. However, the functions ,fm(.) need a more pre- 
cise definition. Recall that guaranteeing service curve s,, 
of connection m E B(t )  means that for each t ,  there exists 
U 5 t such that &,(U) = 0 and Tm(u,t) 2 S,,,((t - U)'). 
However, this service curve requirement is defined with re- 
spect to t-axis, and can not be directly used on v-axis be- 
cause the uniformity of t-axis has been distorted due to 
the mapping U(.), Therefore, by transforming the service 
curve requirement to v-axis, it foilows form E B(v): 
where k ( q ,  4"&'k$,@l@f$9~~&3@')4]~and the mini- 
mization is taken over the ending time r~ < v of all intervals 
on v-axis in which Q&) = 0. 

From the definition of service index in ( 5 )  and ( 6 ) ,  (13) 
can be written as 

w(t j -1 )  t 7 = ?m(fJ,w(tj-i) t T )  t ?m(o,U(tj-l)) 

r < v j - - v j - i ,  j = 2 , 3  ,... 

I 

ma& m g j i  

T < U j - Y j - l .  j = 2 , 3  ,... 
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Since t,he capacity r(t)  is constant between the ( j  - 1)"' 
and jth event, the capacity is denoted as rj-' when t E 
(t j- l , t j) .  Then w(tj-1) + T can be further expressed as 
U( i , - I )  c7 . T j  = %(o,w(t j - l  t T ) )  t b [ o , w ( t , - i ) )  

rnEBj *<Ej 
T < t l - t j - I ,  j = Z , Y  ,... 

(14) 
Next we prove the following theorem, which is the essential 
relation between the work with respect to t-axis and the 
work with respect to  u-axis. 

Proposition 2: Suppose U = w(t). Tlie worh (OT,  service] 
received hy connection m in SCPS system during the in- 
t e n d  [O,v), i.e. T,(O,v), is equal to T,(O,t) for dl U in 
a busy period on v-axis. The same result also holds in a 
PSCPS system. 

(a) According to the work-conserving property of SCPS 
processor on u-axis, for a fixed connection m we have 

n i m  

Proof: 

(15)  Pm(0, v )  t P"(0, U) = r ,  Y. 

However, since the server has constant capacity 1 with r e  
spect, tou-axis, (15) redncestoT,(O,u)tC,,~,T,(O,v] = 
U, which means ?,(O,u) can be regarded aa the shared 
"time" in [O,v) on the U-axis. However, recall that the 
"time" on u-axis is actually defined according to  the accu- 
mulated work the time-varying capacity server produces in 
[0, t) on t-axis (Equation (12)). Hence part (a) follows. 
(b) Note that part (a) is based on the work-conserving 
property of SCPS processor. Since PSCPS schednler is 
also work-conserving by definition, the same result follows. 

1 
Next wegrove another theorem which will be useful when 
the set, Bj is transformed back to the t-axis. 

Proposition 3: Suppose U = w(t). Then the first compo- 
nents of service indices ?;(U) und T;(t) are related by 
?.~(u).scalar = w(r;(t).scahr). The second and third 
components of ?;(U) are equal to their counterparts of 
r",t), respectively. 

By definition of service indices, we know a 
service index is actually a vector in R3, In the following, 
we will prove the equality of each component of a service 
index. By definition, the first components of ? k ( u )  and 
Tf,,(t) are ?;n(u).scalur = sup{( : rrn(c-) 5 T,(o,u)} 
and T:n(t).scular = snp{y : fm(y-) 5 T,,,(O,t)}. Since w 
is a non-negative, continuous, strictly increasing mapping 
from t-axis to  u-axis, hence it foUows 

Proof; 

w(T&(t) .sCahr)  

=SUP(W(LI) : fm(e-) 5 Tm(O,t) l  

=SUP(( : f m ( b J - 1 [ 0 ) - )  5 f ( O . 4 )  

0-7S03-5435-41991$10.W 0 1999 IEEE 1292 

from the result and derivation of (16), we can see that 
)m((T;(t).SCQkW)-) = b ( ( W - ' ( ? L ( U ) . S C D h T ) ) ^ )  

=i,((?',(V).sC&lar)-) 

=7,((?',(v).scalnr)-) 
Consequently, it follows 

E~J the very similar"'procedure, one can easiiy show 
fm (7; (v) .scalar) = fm ( i s m  (t] .scalar). Therefore, for the 
third components it is straightforward to see 

Three immediate corollaries of Proposition 3 are presented 
in the following. 

C O T O ~ ~ Q T ~  1: Consider the kth connection rn packet with 
length L k ,  and denote the i~irtual finishing time on u- 

mas and t-axis hy F,, ?? $ ( ~ m , C ~ = I L ~ )  and Fk 4 
@(fm, L!,,), respectivelli. Then the first components 
of virtual finishing times F, and Fa are related hv 
F,.scalar = w(Fi.scu1o.r). The second and third com- 
ponents of $, are equal to their counterparts of Fk, re- 
spectively. 

Corollanj %: The order relation of service indices with 
respect to  y-axis is preserved through the mapping w-'(.). 
That is, for two connection m, n E n"(v) and U = w(t) in 
n busy period, if ?;(U) > ?;(U) (or, =, <), then we Q ~ S O  

have T;(t) > r;(t) (or, =, (1. 
Corollary 3: The order relation of virtuol finishing time 

with respect to v-nxis is preserved through the mopping 
w-'(.). That is, for the kth connection m packet and the 
lth connection n packet, af F, > $, (OT, =, <)> then we 
also have FA >FA (or, =, <). 

According to our earlier terminologies and Corollary 2, 
we know that Bj (the set of connection with the smallest 
service indices in (tl-1, t j )  on t-axis) and 8) (the set of 
connection with the smallest service indices in (+I, vi) 
on v-axis) are actually identical. Consequently, (14) can 
be written as 

--I 

- k  

-x 

- k  

w ( t j - i ) t T . r j  = c Tm(O,t j - i  t T ) +  

~ 5 t j - t j - 1 ,  j = 2 , 3  , . . .  

Tm(O,tj-1) 

mEBi mea,  

which implies the virtual time S(t)  for a timevarying c& 
pacity SCPS is defined by 

S(0) = (O,O, 0) 

w ( t j - i ) t T . T , j  =@(( f m ) , s ( O , t j - i + T ) ) t  T m ( 0 , t j - l )  
mEBj mea, 

Since the order of virtual finishing times computed on U- 
axis and t-axis are the same (Corollary 3), the packets can 
just be served in increasing order of virtual finishing time 
Fk computed on t-axis according to the order relation 
prior to Lemma 1. 

Note that we still have to update virtual time S(t)  when 
there are events in the SCPS system. Defme Nezt(t) to be 
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the real time at which the next departure or joint event in for guaranteeing service curve for each connections in wire- 
the SCPS system after t if there are no more arrivals after less channels where the capacity is t,ime-varying. The proof 
time t. Suppose the event just prior to t is the (j - l)th can be easily obtained from the proof of constant capacity 
event. Let Elrn," be the smallest virtual finishing time of a case in [I]. 
paclcet in the system at time t. Then from (17), we have: Proposition 5: Consider M nonnegative, increasing 

curves S,,,(t) with Sm(0) = 0, m = 1,. , ,,M. If w ( t )  is w(hiezt(t)) = e(( fm),min(Tf,pminl) t Tm(0,tj-i) 
g-lower constrained and I,,,=, Sm(tt) 5 g(t) for all t 2 0, 
then SCPSprocessor guarantees a senrice cume S,,,(.) for 
each connection rn. 

M 
mEBj mGBj 

Given the mechanism for updating virtual time, PSCPS is 
defined as follows: When a packet arrives, virtual time is 
updated and the packet is stamped with its service finishing 
index. The server is work conserving and serves packets in 
an increasing order of virtual h i s h  time. 

Now we want to find out how close the PSCPS scheduler 
approximates the SCPS processor under the assumption of 
time-varying capacity. We follow the same notations used 
in @)-(lo). To derive the difference between the packet 
departure times in SCPS and PSCPS under timevarying 
capacity assumption, we adopt a definition in [6]. 

Definition 3: An nonnegotive increasing function f (t)  is 
g-lower constmined if g : P + P is nondecreasing with 
g(0) = 0 and f(ta) - f ( t 1 )  2 g(t2 - t l)  for all tl  5 t a .  
Theorem 4 is first proved in [6], and the proof follows along 
the lines of the proof in [6, Theorem 21. We present it here 
for completeness and the convenience of the readers (note 
that we use the same notations in Theorem 1): 

Theorem 4:  Suppose that w( t )  is g-lower constrained. 
Then pp - Fp < g-l(.LmaJ, where g-'(t) * inf{s : g(s) > 
t} is the inverse function of g. 

Proof: Since the PSCPS scheme with a time-varying 
capacity is the same as the one with a constant unity ca- 
pacity when viewed under'the new clock w(t), we have from 
(8) that U(@ -w(Fp)  5 Lmnm. From the assumption that 
w ( t )  is g-lower constrained, 'it follows that g(& - Fp) 5 
w(kp) - w(Fp) 5 Lmos. Taking the inverse function on 

The next proposition concern the differences between the 
received service and queue length in PSCPS and SCPS sys- 
tem, respectively. 

Proposition 4:  (a) T,,,(O,t) - P,,,(O,t) 5 L,,, for all t ,  
and ( b )  &(t) - &(t) 5 LmaZ !or all t .  

(a) From Theorem 1, we know that with respect to the 
new clock U 6 w ( t )  

By applying Proposition 2 to the left hand side of the above 
inequality, the result follows. 
(b) From the result of (a), we have: 

which implies our result. 
In [l] we define a server guarantees the service curve 

S,,,(.) of traffic source m if for each t and m E B(t), 
there exists IJ 5 t such that &,(U) = 0 and T,,,(u,t) 2 
S,,,((t - U)+). Our last proposition is a sufficient condition 

both sides of the inequality yields the result. 

Proof: 

- 
.im(O,u)--lim(O,v) 5 Lmm 

(&('At) - Qm(t)) - (Rm(0,t)  -Qm(t)l 4 Lrno.3 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we consider PSCPS scheduling policy in 

QoS-guaranteed wireless mnltiaccess networks where the 
capacity is varying with time for fixed bit-error-rate. By 
applying the "change of time" technique in [6], the PSCPS 
scheduler with timevarying capacity can be viewed as one 
with unity capacity with respect to  the new clock. Via 
appropriate transform of this constant capacity scheduler, 
we systematically derived the PSCPS scheduling operation 
with time-varying capacity along with the practical "vir- 
tual time implementation" implementation in this time- 
varying case. In addition to various difference hounds 
(amount of received service, queue length) between PSCPS 
and SCPS schemes, we also provided the sufficient con- 
ditions for guaranteeing service curve in timevarying ca- 
pacity wireless channels, which is critical for guaranteeing 
QoS for real-time traffic in wireless multiaccess networks. 
Therefore, we believe PSCPS policy is a potential approach 
for multimedia wireless networks. 
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